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Impact of Additional Short-term Opportunistic Maintenance 

During Covid-19 Lockdown and Outlook For Winter 2020
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Overview

1. Covid Impact on Demand

2. Impact on Revenue

3. Approach to Maintenance

1. Short-term

2. Reliable / Major Maintenance

3. E.g. Medupi 3

4. Progress on Additional Energy?

5. Implementation of Eskom Roadmap
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COVID impact on Eskom Business 

• Demand reduced by avg. 7500 MW (peaked at 9000MW)

• 11 units had to be taken out of service to keep system stable; 
opportunity maintenance was done

• Impact is the reduction of sales with industries shutting down

• For April the loss in net loss in cash is estimated at R2,5 bn

• Full financial impact of the COVID and restrictions is still being fully 
assessed 

• On operations, Some philosophy maintenance was moved out due to 
the restrictions on people and spares while some short term opportunity 
was done, particularly to reduce partial load loss.
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What Has Been Done During The Lockdown

• Some outages have been moved out to take account of spares and contractors 
availability
– Koeberg 2, Matla 2, Majuba 5, Drakensberg 2

• Kusile 1, Majuba 4 and Medupi 6 brought forward to take advantage of the 
low demand

• 6 776 MW capacity being maintained in addition to pre-lockdown plan by 
short term maintenance intervention

• Partial load losses (PLLs) to be reduced from 7 858 MW to 4 434 MW, an 
improvement of 3 424 MW in available capacity – for the year 2020/21
– Commitments signed by power station managers, cluster mangers and GE: Gx

• Base scenario (P80) after lockdown maintenance results in improvement from 
31 days of Stage 1 load-shedding for the next quarter to 3 days, assuming 
PLLs reduced by 2 000MW. Demand post lockdown being remodeled.
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Capacity Outlook
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System Outlook Status
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Outlook Pre And Post Lockdown
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Reliability Maintenance Program (1/2)
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Reliability Maintenance Program (2/2)
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Procurement of Additional Capacity
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• Eskom will procure levers of 917 MW in the next 12 months

• The DMRE is in the process of procuring 2000 MW of emergency power with Eskom as 

the buyer



Progress with Eskom Roadmap
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Roadmap to Legal Unbundling
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Progress to date
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SAA
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Context

1. SAA historically
• The decline

• The wrecking

2.     STRUCTURAL ISSUES
• End of hemisphere

• Narrow profit margins

• “open skies”

• “ why is a national airline needed”

3. COVID 19

• Virtually total grounding

• Loss of staff

• Spread of infection by air travel

• Recovery : 
– Domestic, regional : slow; social distancing; lower load factors

– International : even slower; a year / more

– Some remain in “ HIBERNATION” until market improves

• Post-COVID government support – different countries, different responses?
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National Interest/ Objectives

1. New airline : viable, competitive, restructured

2. Save as many jobs

3. No dependence on Fiscus

4. SEP – where appropriate
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Business Rescue Process

1. Role : restructure a business to rescue and operate normally

2. Still in charge : including day to day management

3. Spent R5,5b in 5 months

4. But, but BRP announced drop dead day : 8 May

5. Not advancing national interest ie (a)

6. Project plan: “wind down”
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Business Rescue Process

7. DPE letters

• Access to information

• Reduction in fees

• Management accounts -SCOPA

• Meetings with BRP

– Examine finances

– Stop move towards “ fire sale” and liquidation

– Discuss alternative

– Continue repatriations; cargo – earn revenue
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Legal Issues 

1. Key issues
• BR Plan

• Migration from current to new airline

• S189 – labour

• Whether shareholder adequately consulted

2.  DPE legal advice – alternate transition process

3.  APPROVAL OF BR Plan: creditors.  (?shareholder)
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Consultative Forum with Labour 

1. All recognized unions

2. Build consensus on new airline

3. Design workshop

4. Future of s189

5. Social plan 22



NewCo Model 

MODEL

• Transfer of assets

• Seabury

• Union input

CONSOLIDATION

• In aviation sector

• Comair
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TRANSITION TO NEWCO - Which legal route the best



Finance

1. Spend R5,5b

2. Payments to consultants

3. Cost savings - inadequate

4. MAY
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Subsidiaries: Status 

1. SAAT

2. MANGO

3. AIRCHEFS
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Transnet
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Transnet’s Response to COVID 19
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Impact of COVID-19

• In re-prioritizing maintenance related capital, the preliminary outcome of the Capital Optimisation process is a R2.4bn 

reduction in 2020/21 planned CAPEX. Further of optimisationis expected to yield limited results as most projects for 

20/21 are committed and in execution.

• CoVid-19 impact modelling has focused on three (3) broad, evolving scenarios for simplicity. These scenarios take 

into account customer based supplier materials constraints, customer production constraints, global and local economic 

factors (unemployment, sales demand, etc.), legislative factors and forecast Transnet performance metrics (volumes) in 

order to arrive at current forecast revenue impact for the 2020/21 financial year, being:

• •Scenario 1 (Optimistic) –Quick bounce back with a revenue reduction of R 8.96bn*

• •Scenario 2 (Realistic) –Extended soft-lockdown with a revenue reduction of R 12.25bn

• •Scenario 3 (Pessimistic) –Recurring waves of infections and associated lockdown. Impact currently being quantified.
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Operational Continuity 

• Transnet has established the following operations at a limited capacity during the extended lockdown 

period:

– The integrated container logistics system mainly around the Port of Durban and the link to the economic hub in Gauteng –

ensuring that the complex system remains efficient and secure to enable the movement of priority and essential containerized 

goods; this includes the movement of non-essential cargo to City Deep, only for storage in order to decongest the Port of 

Durban;

– Additional security measures in conjunction with NATJOC have been put in place along the NATCOR hotspots as well as City 

Deep;

– The heavy haul rail and ports export system from the Northern Cape to the Port of Saldanha;

– Chrome, Magnetite and Manganese exports coming on stream; and

– Domestic and export Coal and other General Freight Business cargo through the Port of Richards Bay.
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Ports: Equipment Added
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Freight Rail
• Freight has managed to achieve 60% of its planned volume for the month of April

2020 with a reasonable performance in the export of coal

• Successful Reduction in Temporary Speed Restrictions (TSRs). TSRs are imposed as a

result of poor track condition. The reduction in TSRs were achieved through focused

maintenance and network renewal interventions. Benefits include:

– Improved Train Transit Time

– Improved track condition

– Unlocking volumes / tonnage capacity

• The Total Infrastructure Investment required for all TFR GFB lines over 9 years is

approximately R39 billion. For 2020/21, approximately 74% of the approved R4.2

billion Infrastructure Maintenance Investment for 2020/21 will be allocated to GFB

lines Challenges

– Possible major constraints to execute the network renewal programme are

procurement of major material contracts

– Security concerns and vandalism
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Corporatisation Of Ports Authority

• Firstly, Transnet National Ports Authority (TNPA) is a division of Transnet SOC Ltd

(“the divisional phase”)

• The Act recognised provides for a transitional measure for TNPA to operate as the

deemed Authority to perform all the duties and functions in terms of the Act (Ports

Act Section 3(1));

• Secondly, TNPA will then be incorporated (corporatisation) as a “subsidiary” of

Transnet SOC Ltd (known as, the National Ports Authority (Pty) Ltd) (“the subsidiary

phase”) (Ports Act Section 3(2));

• Thirdly, the “subsidiary” of Transnet SOC Ltd may then be converted into a public

company wholly-owned by the state

• Given the amount of work that needs to be done, the corporitisation is only possible

by end of 2020/2021

• There are also matters of loan covenants that have material implication on Transnet’s

going cocern that have to be considered
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Outlook

• With the prediction of a deep slump in the global economy will have negative impact in the 

transportation (export) of cargo. 

• Manganese: The manganese market is oversupplied and under-consumed throughout 2019 and 

early 2020 is underpinned by the indicative high stockpiles at major Chinese ports. In January 

to February 2020, manganese ore imports were down 16% to 4.5Mt according China’s General 

Administration of Customs

• Coal: The global coal demand is projected to fall by about 8% in 2020, the largest drop since 

World War II, with coal use declining in virtually every sector of every region in the world. 

• Iron ore. The supply of iron ore is still trying to adjust to supply disruptions from other factors 

during 2019. However, the nationwide lockdowns and restrictions in the iron-ore producing 

economies could reduce the supply of iron ore in the seaborne market by around 18 million 

tonnes in 2020.

• Transnet Operating divisions (freight rail and the ports in particular) will be significantly 

impacted on the volume handled or transported due to the global slow growth.

• However, Transnet should continue with its CAPEX drive to improve its ailing infrastructure 

and equipment in order to be ready to support and take advantage of global economic recovery
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THE END
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